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Abstract

In this paper we propose a system which recognizes
and interprets the semantics of handwritten annotations on
printed documents. The semantic information will be sent
to the Semantic Desktop, the personal Semantic Web on the
desktop computer, which supports users in their informa-
tion management. This allows a seamless integration of in-
teractive paper into the individual knowledge work. The
current implementation of the proposed system works with
OpenOffice documents printed on Anoto paper. However,
our system generally works on any kind of interactive pa-
per documents and the support of other document formats
is planned in near future.

1 Introduction

The paperless office, i. e., the philosophy of working
with minimal paper and converting everything into digi-
tal documents, was predicted more than thirty years ago.
However, there is still an increasing amount of paper used
by humans in their everyday work. Using paper is moti-
vated by several issues. First, the person is not bound to a
specific device or to a specific medium. Second, paper is
portable, allowing for making notes anytime and anywhere.
Furthermore, among other issues, writing on paper is more
natural to most persons making the pen their preferred writ-
ing instrument for tasks such as brainstorming, collabora-
tive work or reviewing documents [9].

While using a pen on paper makes it easier and faster for
the user to attach their thoughts to the document, the inter-
pretation of the notes is often more complex compared to
the situation where digital comments are made. To over-
come this drawback, several document analysis approaches
have been proposed which automatically process human-

made notes and transform them into digital format.
In workflows like reviewing, where the annotations have

a meaning for the marked text, the problem of mapping
the paper to the digital counterpart arises. A variety of
approaches have been investigated to enable this kind of
paper-driven digital services. They use cameras, Wacom
Graphics Tablets1, ultrasonic positioning, RFID antennas,
bar code readers, or Anoto’s Digital Pen and Paper tech-
nology2. The Anoto technology is particularly interesting
because it is based on regular paper and the recording of the
interactions is precise and reliable.

In this paper we propose the Semantic eInk system,
which automatically processes handwritten annotations on
printed documents and interprets the semantic information
of these annotations. This information will be expressed
through formal semantics using the individual’s vocabu-
lary, and integrated into the personal knowledge base, the
Semantic Desktop. The integration makes this knowledge
searchable, reusable, sharable and gives a context for its in-
terpretation. Semantic eInk extends the Semantic Desktop
with a new input modality, interactive paper. Thus it sup-
ports personal knowledge work on paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Sec-
tion 2 presents the information management tool for which
the Semantic eInk system is developed. Next, the interactive
paper framework on which our prototype builds is described
in Section 3. The Semantic eInk system is then proposed in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the current state
of the development and gives an outlook for future work.

2 The NEPOMUK Social Semantic Desktop

The Semantic Desktop [2, 3] is a means for personal
knowledge management; it builds the personal Semantic

1http://www.wacom.com
2http://www.anoto.com
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Figure 1. PIMO extract: example representation of the event “DAS 2008” and the keynote speakers

Web on desktop computers. The consistent application of
Semantic Web standards such as the Resource Description
Framework3 (RDF) and RDF Schema4 (RDFS) provides
the identification of digital resources, i. e., text documents,
e-mails, contacts, multimedia files, by unique URIs, across
application borders. In contrast to current limitations in file
and application based information management, the user is
able to create his or her own classification system which
reflects the way of thinking: it consists of projects, peo-
ple, events, topics, locations etc. Furthermore, the Semantic
Desktop enables the user to annotate, classify and relate all
resources, expressing his or her view in a Personal Infor-
mation Model (PIMO) [8]. Figure 1 illustrates an extract of
a PIMO which represents part of the information about the
event “DAS 2008” and the keynote speakers of this confer-
ence. The figure shows some ontological concepts (classes
like “Event” and instances like “USF”), which are related to
the DAS conference and semantically describes the kind of
relations, e. g., “take-place-on”.

Several systems supporting personal information man-
agement already exist, e. g., Haystack at MIT [6], D-Bin
by SEMEDIA [11], IRIS by SRI [1] and Gnowsis at
DFKI [7]. These systems integrate different kinds of ap-
plications, mostly calender, email, notes and provide dif-
ferent functionalities. A full-featured Semantic Desktop in-
volves many data sources, indexes the text and metadata
of all documents and categorizes them. Together with the
collected facts about the instances, e. g., contact informa-

3http://www.w3.org/RDF/
4http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/

tion and membership of a person, a critical amount of in-
formation is available to the user. The Semantic Desktop
offers effective access to this personal memory since the in-
formation is not only personalized, facilitating navigational
search, but also machine readable. This allows the develop-
ment of machine processes, learning methods which assists
the user with their every-day activities and the extension and
maintenance of the PIMO.

Thus, the Semantic Desktop supports individual knowl-
edge workers in their information management. The So-
cial Semantic Desktop NEPOMUK5 extends the described
personal aspects of the information management with so-
cial aspects. The desktop is expanded to a collaboration
environment in order to facilitate collaborative knowledge
work. NEPOMUK supports knowledge exchange and shar-
ing, distributed search and hence distributed collaboration.
These capabilities enable the user to conduct information
management across social and organizational relations [4].

3 Interactive Paper

In order to retrieve written annotations from paper doc-
uments, our system builds on the interactive paper (iPaper)
framework [5]. The iPaper framework enables the capture
of user actions on paper and the activation of corresponding
digital services or access to digital resources. In order to

5NEPOMUK (Networked Environment for Personalized, Ontology-
based Management of Unified Knowledge) is funded by the European
Union IST (Grant FP6-027705). For more details see the project home-
page http://nepomuk.semanticdesktop.org/xwiki/bin/view/Main1/



become interactive, documents are Anoto-enabled at print
time by augmenting the paper with a special Anoto dot pat-
tern. The Anoto pattern represents an absolute positioning
system based on (x,y) coordinates that can be read by spe-
cial digital pens such as the Magicomm G3036. After de-
coding the pattern, the pen transmits the (x,y) positions to a
computer through a wireless Bluetooth connection.

The iPaper framework interprets the paper-based user ac-
tions and activates the corresponding digital actions. We
use the iGesture framework [10] to recognize any pen-based
gestures and to translate them into the corresponding digital
operations. For the recognition of text, either the MyScript
Builder from Vision Objects7 or the Microsoft handwriting
recognition engine8 can be used.

Even though the digital pen retrieves the position of the
written annotation from paper, this information is usually
not sufficient to access the digital content to which an anno-
tation refers. In order to associate the recognized pen-based
annotation with a specific word, sentence, or section within
the digital document, a precise mapping between the digital
content and its printed version has to be performed. Since a
lot of information about the content of the printed document
is available at publishing time, a special publishing plug-in
(iPublish) performs an analysis of the document during the
printing process and stores the information about the phys-
ical positions on paper for any required structural element
(sections, paragraphs, words, characters). To store this in-
formation in a effective way, we use a dynamic approach
that analyzes a paginated version of the document and use a
dynamic storage scheme to its structural elements, refining
the granularity of the stored information on demand [12].

4 Aim of the System

The system proposed in this paper allows a seamless
integration of interactive paper technology into personal
knowledge work. To be more specific, the workflow of
printing a document, annotating it while reading, and in-
tegrating the new information into the personal knowledge
base will be supported by an automated interpretation of
user annotations. Therefore, the documents are printed onto
the Anoto paper and annotations are made with the digital
pen. Then, a set of gestures and handwritten text is recog-
nized and finally, the information is sent to the NEPOMUK
system.

It is allowed to use three kinds of annotation (see Fig. 2).

1. The user can make a comment at any place in the doc-
ument (The topmost handwritten text in Fig. 2). This
text is recognized by the handwriting recognition en-
gine and stored as a comment in the knowledge base.

6http://www.magicomm.co.uk
7http://www.visionobjects.com
8http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/tabletpc/default.mspx

2. The user can mark a text passage with right angle
strokes (“d” “e”) and write a comment or a word rep-
resenting an ontological concept in in the knowledge
base (“Title” in Fig. 2). For processing the annotation,
the handwriting is first recognized. In the case of a
comment, the comment and its relation to the marked
text is stored in the knowledge base. In the case that
the written words represent an ontological concept in
the knowledge base, we need to detect the correspond-
ing property, its range of values and the concrete value,
e. g., the marked phrase as string or as an instance of
the class person. The particular steps of this process
are dependent on the kind of recognized ontological
concept. The identified property, its value and pos-
sibly required instances are stored in the knowledge
base. For the latter case, we plan to allow the user to
define shortcuts for the most frequent ontological con-
cept that they store (e. g., “T” for “Title”)

3. The user can create a side mark and write a comment
which will be associated with a specific part of the doc-
ument. In this case, a new property for the document
is inserted in the knowledge base, where the property
value is the marked text.

5 Project State and Future Work

The current prototype of the Semantic eInk system builds
on the iPaper framework and the publishing approach pre-
sented in Section 3 and is designed to work with OpenOffice
documents. An interactive paper version of an OpenOffice
document can be published via the iPublish plug-in. During
the publishing process, an XPS file is generated and ana-
lyzed for structural information. In this way, the document
is ready to be annotated on paper. In order to support this
paper-based interaction, the information about the Anoto
pattern used and the location of the OpenOffice documents
are published to iPaper.

After annotating a published paper, the stroke informa-
tion is sent to the application, where the identification and
the recognition of the gestures is realized. The next step will
be the interpretation of the recognized text and the corre-
sponding update commands sent to the NEPOMUK server.
There the PIMO will be updated according to the message
and the information will be available in all other tools of the
Semantic Desktop. We plan to implement the possibility to
define shortcuts for ontological concepts frequently used in
the annotations.

In the future we plan to extend the functionality of Se-
mantic eInk to support other document types such as PDF
and Microsoft Word.

In order to evaluate the usability of Semantic eInk we
will perform user studies where participants are asked to an-



Figure 2. Annotations on the document which will be interpreted by Semantic eInk

notate papers and to perform tasks in the NEPOMUK sys-
tem with the help of their annotations. Afterwards, they
have to fill out a questionnaire. From these studies we can
infer the usefulness of paper-based annotations for the Se-
mantic Desktop. Furthermore, future research directions
will arise from answers in the questionnaire.
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